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Undercover Doctor of Philosophy, Or, What a Long,
Strange Trip It’s Been1
Kenneth Macpherson
0. Introduction
My recent journey through the Ivory Tower labyrinth of pretzel logic made
me wonder why Western contemporary professional academic philosophers
(hereafter, CPAPs) believe that dysfunctional arguments about the meaning of
words is scholarship, and why their literature is notoriously devoid of anything
resembling humane virtues such as passion, empathy, or humour; and also whether
a piece of paper from the Wizard of Oz declaring my fitness to Think Great
Thoughts would be little more than a declaration of mediocre irrelevance. A recent
essay, “Philosophy at a Crossroads: Escaping from Irrelevance,” by Carlo Cellucci,
prompted a “eureka moment” that helped me understand why Western philosophy
is irrelevant and immaterial for anyone living in the real world.2 This article is not an
argument with Celluci, but is instead a reconnaissance report that I hope provides
additional insight into why Western CPAPs have made themselves irrelevant. Like
George Bernard Shaw’s approach to playwriting, a Preface is included in order to
make the evidence gathered and conclusions reached over a number of traumatic
years understandable. In short, I turned off my “academic voice” by way of escape
from the topsy-turvy world of sterile pedantic word processors disguised as
philosophy lecturers, in order to communicate with real humans living in the real
world.
Metaphysical minds may find this article difficult to digest by virtue of being
written in clear language and diction devoid of obscure jargon; it consciously avoids
beginning every sentence with pretentious name-dropping; is not constructed
utilizing the infantile “I will now tell you what I’m going to tell you/tell you again
what I told you I would tell you/repeat yet again what I’ve just told you” rhetoric
normally reserved for teaching pre-school children how to cross the street; and it is
not a dysfunctional argument with anyone. Since Celluci has already covered the
impossibility of disparate arguments ever resembling logical bricks within a
coherent structure, I have attempted to present a logical theory based on empirical

G. Garcia, P. Lesh, B. Weir, (aka The Grateful Dead), “Truckin,” (American Beauty, 1970).
C. Cellucci, “Philosophy at a Crossroads: Escaping from Irrelevance,” Against Professional
Philosophy (10 September 2018), available online at URL =
<https://againstprofphil.org/2018/09/10/philosophy-at-a-crossroads-escaping-from-irrelevance>.
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evidence and the testimony of expert witnesses, and on research discoveries hidden
in plain sight since time out of mind.3

1. Preface
After a lifetime of belonging to the American sub-class famous for wearing
clothing with large blue collars, 9/11 changed all that courtesy of al Qaeda. The
American construction industry collapsed and millions of Good Consumers lost
jobs, homes, and most if not all of the things we had been philosophically chasing
our entire lives vanished as if they had never been. The great unwashed masses
became members of an exclusive social class in numbers not see since the 1930s
Great Depression that was explained by contemporary American philosopher
Godfrey Park: “The only difference between a derelict and a man is a job.”4
The collapse of the construction industry was exacerbated by my boss
cancelling two years’ worth of contracts because 19 schizoid loons converting
civilian airplanes into guided cruise missiles was an obvious sign from GOD that the
Second Coming was nigh and therefore all Good Americans must stop living and
pray for salvation because Armageddon is scheduled for next Thursday. Alas, such
delusional fantasies have been plaguing mankind for millennia – but an analysis of
the philosophy of death inherent with Everlasting Life Insurance scams that preach
global genocide as the solution to all mankind’s problems is a separate topic entirely.
(Oddly enough, the world did not end in 2002 or at the time of this writing in April
2019, so the Second Coming is still around the corner – possibly the same corner
where Prosperity is hiding).
Fortuitously, a National Geographic Magazine bucked the populist
warmongering trend braying for the US military to bomb Afghanistan back into the
Stone Age by printing an article about McMurdo Science Station in Antarctica and
their annual need for carpenters.5 Lucky me: the only work to be found was at the
bottom of the world on the coldest, driest, highest, inhospitable, and most isolated
continent on Earth – but at least I was no longer a derelict. Joining a small herd of
puffy red coats that left Christchurch, New Zealand at 0h-dark-thirty and enjoyed
the luxurious comforts of a military cargo plane for 6-10 hours, we disembarked
onto a strange alien planet that is stunningly clean, sterile, devoid of smells, plant
life, animals, singing birds, and silent (and cold!).

Celluci, “Philosophy at a Crossroads: Escaping from Irrelevance,” pp. 7-8
M. Ryskind and E. Hatch, My Man Godfrey, (Universal Productions Inc., 1936), scene 6 (“Godfrey’s
Plan”).
5 R. Smith, “Frozen Under,” National Geographic Magazine (December 2001).
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“Ice” winters with summers off for good behaviour are perfectly described by
Dickens’s famous description of the French Revolution:
It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it
was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of
incredulity, it was the season of Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was
the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair, we had everything before us,
we had nothing before us, we were all going direct to Heaven, we were all
going direct the other way.6
Antarctic winters are renowned for being “the season of darkness” in the literal
sense as there is no sunshine for about 5 months, while being isolated at the bottom
of the world generates a tick-box philosophy: each day brings returning to New
Zealand and civilization just a little bit closer and one more day crossed off the
calendar. Coincidentally, this is the identical survival philosophy used by American
soldiers during the Vietnam War and countless schoolchildren allergic to learning:

7

As a brief aside, my boss was not alone in his tilted world-view because post
9/11 schizoid nonsense spewed from innumerable evangelical Church pulpits
preaching an anti-social philosophy of death that any moment the Second Coming
will unceremoniously herd infidels (like me) into Dante’s Sixth Circle of Hell
reserved for philosophers, martial artists (like me), and assorted heretical
Epicureans.8 Unsurprisingly, Christian fundamentalists on Ice firmly believed in an
“absolute truth” that they “were all going direct to Heaven” and everyone else
“were all going direct the other way”; my transformation into a derelict was God’s

C. Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities (London: Penguin, 2003), p. 5.
S. Waterston, Calvin & Hobbes, available online at URL =
<https://www.gocomics.com/calvinandhobbes/2018/10/20>.
8 Dante Alighieri, Dante’s Divine Comedy: The Vision of Hell, trans. C.B. Cayley (London: Longman,
Brown, Green, & Longmans, 1851), p. 64 (Canto 10.15), also available online at URL =
<http://google.co.nz/books?id=MP8FAAAAQAAJ>.
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punishment for … something. (Why exactly all of us were together in Antarctica was
never explained.)
Four Ice winters and more than a year of overwhelming air pollution in
Beijing almost obscured the gangrenous stench of yet another impending financial
meltdown economists call recessions—which is accurate only if your neighbour loses
their job: a depression is when you lose your job. Possessing the ultra-rare commodity
of a job, countless emails from former colleagues and employees begged me to help
them find work: they were desperate because their benefits had run out and they
could smell a huge recession on the horizon. (Explanation: Millions of post-9/11
American derelicts became ineligible for unemployment benefits by virtue of having
used up all available monies over the course of being jobless for 2-4+ years. But,
paperwork legerdemain ensured that millions of people were no longer unemployed
because they were no longer on anyone’s list. The unemployment rate is down
because no one keeps track of people who have run out of benefits and have given
up ever finding another job = the economy is “adjusting” and the Great Recovery is
just around the corner! Huzzah!)
After finishing my contract in Beijing at the end of 2006, my “age of
foolishness” was to ride out the (2007-?) Great Recession by going back to school,
naïvely believing the economy would recover in 3-4 years. After obtaining an
undergraduate degree in Defence Studies—surprise!—no jobs were to be found, not
even in Antarctica. So, carry on with a postgraduate Honours degree in Defence
Studies, because surely the economy will have finished adjusting 1-2 years hence.
Alas, the economy was still adjusting in 2012, so the logical conclusion was to
continue looking for work while chipping away at a PhD in Defence & Strategic
Studies.

2. Something Is Rotten In The State Of Denmark.9
And this is when the collateral damage of being an International (damn
Yankee!) derelict student combined with age to create a lethal amalgamation
euphemistically known in the West as the philosophy of retirement. Ageism is illegal
in most places, so corporate personnel managers have invented creative ways to
make a job offer and then withdraw it without penalties:
Thank you for your interest in employment with PAE and the United States
Antarctic Program. We have reviewed your resume and have carefully
considered your qualifications. While your skills are certainly impressive, we
have decided to pursue other candidates for the position.
W. Shakespeare, Hamlet, act 1, scene 4, available online at URL =
<http://shakespeare.mit.edu/hamlet/full.html>.
9
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Someone somewhere decided I could have my old job back, but then subsequently
withdrew the offer a week later – before the requisite physical and psychological
examinations. Being wholly illogical, the only reasonable explanation was that
yesterday I was eminently qualified, but today an arbitrary day on an invisible
calendar says I am too old. Thus began a “winter of our discontent” with “nothing
before us” in the sense that the American definition of self-worth as measured
against the nebulous yardstick of a job had forever vanished and I once again a
derelict disguised as a student.
Mirroring the American belief that the jobless are all worthless derelicts,
traditional British management philosophy is that people are mere “Hands” that
Dickens described as being
a race who would have found more favour with some people, if Providence
had seen fit to make them only hands, or like the lower creatures of the
seashore, only hands and stomachs.10
And G.B. Shaw pilloried the Victorian Hands concept as being a heartless personnel
management philosophy whereby humans are sub-human commodities:
we have the tramway company which discovers actuarially that though a
horse may live from 24 to 40 years, yet it pays better to work him to death in 4
and then replace him by a fresh victim.11
Corporate philosophy is that it “pays better” to work Hands to death and then
replace their lifetime of training and experience with “a fresh victim” with little to no
experience because they are willing to work for far less money. This is perfectly
natural according to people whose entire moral and ethical value system is based on
the Almighty Dollar, but anti-philosophies rationalizing wage slavery and humans
being mere “Hands” is another topic entirely.12
The “winter of our discontent” worsened as my PhD in Defence Studies was
stillborn and my doctorate-related job vanished when friend and supervisor NZ
Army Major General Piers Reid passed away 6 months after commencing my
doctorate. My thesis was an inter-disciplinary analysis of Tolstoy’s pseudoNewtonian theories in War and Peace, but Piers expressed concern in one of our last

C. Dickens, Hard Times (London: Penguin, 2003), pp. 66, 71-2, 155 (chs. II and XI).
G.B. Shaw, “Man and Superman,” in G.B. Shaw, Prefaces by Bernard Shaw (London: Constable, 1934),
p. 183.
12 American Southern “gentlemen” roundly condemned Northern white wage slavery as unnatural,
whereas black slavery was viewed as God’s will. See, e.g., K. Stampp, The Causes of the Civil War (3rd
edn., New York: Simon & Schuster, 1991), pp. 85-134
10
11
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conversations that I would have supreme difficulty in finishing my thesis because
academics in New Zealand familiar with War and Peace are as rare as a wheat farm in
Antarctica.
Sadly, Piers’s October 2012 funeral became my introduction to Ivory Tower
tribalism, because I was forbidden to even consider thinking about asking a mutual
acquaintance in the School of Philosophy to become a replacement supervisor. It was
the considered opinion of military historians that all philosophers are “useless
wankers” and/or “crazy loons” who pursue “airy fairy” metaphysics in dark Ivory
Tower basements reserved for Nietzsche nutters. Oddly enough, they also believe
that criticisms of historians are merely schizoid rants – which explain the general
disapprobation of Tolstoy, since he was rather hard on universal historians in War
and Peace.13 But I digress.
Such a blanket condemnation of an entire academic discipline was shocking
for someone indoctrinated from birth with the layman viewpoint that all professors
are cut from the same cloth as the one that kept Gilligan’s Island safe and sound. And,
such overt condemnation made me question my own sanity for studying martial arts
and Eastern philosophy for the past 30+ years. It seemed rather unlikely that all
Western philosophers and all martial artists and I are all useless nutters. But who am
I to argue with people that have been awarded a piece of paper by the all-knowing
and all-powerful Wizard of Oz proclaiming them to be uniquely qualified to Think
Great Thoughts?
The aforementioned humourless and pedantic academics ignored Easterners
such as Lao Tzu, Confucius, or Mencius, while the smorgasbord of CPAP favorites
like Aristotelian Peripatetics, Virtue Ethicists, Hegelians and neo-Hegelianians,
Wittgensteinians, Analytic Metaphysicians, Multiculturalist Philosophers, and
Consequentialists were all lumped together by historians of my acquaintance under
the homogenous umbrella of “useless nutters.”14 Nevertheless, lacking any
alternatives, I approached an acquaintance that had actually read War and Peace and
asked if she would be interested in supervising my thesis. Unexpectedly—shock!
horror! oh the humanity!—she belongs to the Church of Latter-Day Peripatetics and
was a “poisoned chalice” that automatically made me an Unperson at the university.

L. Tolstoy, War and Peace, trans, L. and A. Maude (trans.) (Norwalk: The Easton Press, 1865-9), vol.
II, part 9; pp. 3-8; part 10, pp. 243-49; part 11, pp. 303-07; part 13, pp. 541-49; first epilogue, pp. 721733; and second epilogue, pp. 795-821.
14 See J. Baehr, The Inquiring Mind: On Intellectual Virtues and Virtue Epistemology (Oxford: Oxford Univ.
Press, 2007), pp. 7-8; and K. Timpe and C. Boyd, Virtues and Their Vices (New York: Oxford Univ.
Press, 2014), pp. 13-14.
13
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This unexpected “poisoned chalice” reaction was eerily similar to Cold War
paranoia and its “Pinko Commie” Witch Hunts and “Better Dead than Red”
campaigns against real and imagined Communists because Domino Disease
mutated Good Americans into Red Commie Sympathizers. And, an “absolute truth”
was that reading more than a few paragraphs from Dostoyevsky’s Crime and
Punishment or Tolstoy’s epic War and Peace was tantamount to being a Communist
Sympathizer. (Russian authors living one or two centuries ago were somehow
responsible for the Evil Ones who threatened to drop nukes like rain upon us poor
innocent American children indoctrinated with the belief that as long as we did not
look at the bright flash we were safe.) Decades later, a new strain of Domino Disease
had apparently mutated me from a military historian into a Philosophy
Sympathizer.
Tribal autism left me baffled as to what exactly CPAP actually is, and which
“ism” would be suitable for a hybrid history/philosophy/psychology thesis adapted
from my original research on War and Peace. As a brief aside, Tolstoy’s “unknown x”
theory regarding the composition of the “spirit of an army” is a combination platter
of psychology, sociology, and martial philosophy that has been by and large ignored
by all three disciplines for 150 years. Even so, it was more than a little disconcerting
to discover that war and/or peace studies seem to be MIA in most university
faculties of arts, under which the humanities and the social sciences are usually
subsumed. As a result, it seemed a good idea at the time to expand one small chapter
on courage/cowardice into an entire thesis.
As luck would have it, the question became moot as the university was
disinclined to appoint a philosopher as a rookie primary supervisor, and also was
opposed to utilizing NZ Army Brigadier (ret.) Roger Mortlock, a friend who was
willing to come out of retirement and assist with thesis supervision. No matter,
shifting gears into the “epoch of incredulity” meant going through the entire PhD
application process again. About a year later, a philosophy professor at a different
university thought my thesis would be interesting for no other reason than it was
different from anything that had crossed his desk.
Imagine my surprise to discover that a thesis based on actual facts, real
military history, and empirical sociological data was a radical departure from
hallowed epistemological tradition of CPAPs philosophically arguing over the
meaning of words. This heresy has apparently never been attempted since Aristotle
walked the beaches of Greece pondering weighty issues such as:
“If seven maids with seven mops
Swept it for half a year,
Do you suppose,” the Walrus said,
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“That they could get it clear?”
“I doubt it,” said the Carpenter,
And shed a bitter tear.15
After 18 months of toil and completing 60% of thesis v1.0, it became obvious that
Tolstoy was far too complicated for metaphysical minds profoundly ignorant of
history, war, military sociology, human anatomy-&-physiology, psychology, and
mathematics. Further, it was made abundantly clear to me by reading Latter-Day
Peripatetic CPAPs that the question of courage/cowardice was answered by Aristotle
and he was a genius.16 Nothing to see here, so move along.
It therefore seems plausible that one of the reasons for CPAPs irrelevance is
that they have intentionally isolated themselves from any semblance of humanity or
art or history or science or cultural context, and rejected knowledge of the real world
in order to live in an alternate universe of academic history/war/ sociology/anatomy
& physiology/science/mathematics/psychology autism. (Unlike its psychological
counterpart, what can be called “ethical autism” is when otherwise normal persons
within an organisation resemble sociopaths in that they willingly harm others to
protect the organization from outside information and/or summarily reject any and
all criticism of said organisation).17

3. Life Imitating Art Imitating Life
One counter-intuitive reason why CPAP has made itself irrelevant is hidden
within the common use of Aristotle’s definition of “bravery” as the de facto definition
of “courage” in literature that commonly uses two different terms interchangeably:
The man, then, who faces and who fears the right things and with the right
aim, in the right way and at the right time, and who feels confidence under
the corresponding conditions, is brave; for the brave man feels and acts
according to the merits of the case and in whatever way reason directs.18

L. Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass, and What Alice Found There
(London: Penguin, 1998), pp. 159-160.
16 See, e.g., W.I. Miller, The Mystery of Courage (Cambridge MA: Harvard Univ. Press, 2000), pp. 5-6,
and 48-53; and D.F. Pears, “Aristotle's Analysis of Courage,” Midwest Studies in Philosophy 3 (1978):
273-285.
17 For an excellent overview of institutional autism, see L. Martino-Taylor, The Manhattan-Rochester
Coalition, Research on the Health Effects of Radioactive Materials and Tests on Vulnerable Populations
Without Consent in St. Louis, 1945-1970, (PhD thesis, Univ. of Missouri-Columbia, 2011), pp. 178-216,
and pp. 210-214 (ch. VII, “Militarism, Imperialism, and Empire”).
18 See G. Scarre, On Courage (London: Routledge, 2010), p. 42-44; and Aristotle, Nichomachean Ethics
1115b.20.
15
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However, Aristotle’s courage/cowardice paradigm was informed by his civilian
understanding of the internal right aims/way/time/confidence/merits/reasons of
soldiers that was manifested externally by some kind of courageous act. One
monumental problem with his theory is that no soldier can fight a “wrong” war for
right aims/way/time/confidence/merits/reasons: every war ever fought by anyone at
any time in history was always believed to be “right” by whoever decided that war
was the solution for…whatever. From ancient Athens’ catastrophic invasion of
Sicily, to Xerxes’ catastrophic invasion of Greece, to Alexander’s invasion of Persia,
to the 2002 American Invasion of Iraq, specious reasoning has justified and
rationalized wars of aggression, land grabs, resource acquisition (Empire), racist
pogroms, genocide, and inhumane campaigns of terror as always being for right
aims/way/time/confidence/merits/reasons that revolved around the “absolute truth”
that it was their duty to protect their citizens from real and imaginary Evil du jour.19
As a brief aside, the (15 March 2019) massacre of 50 civilian Muslims as they
worshipped at their Christchurch, New Zealand mosques was a brutal reminder to
include “lone wolf” terrorists along with sociopathic terrorist organizations, whose
twisted ideologies of “absolute truth” result in cowardly attacks on unarmed men,
women, and children. Tragically, their irrational hate results in the unfounded
deaths of innocents – which in and of itself is a contentious topic that exposes many
wartime philosophies as more than just a little inhumane. For example, in Total
Wars of extermination, there is no such thing as “innocent” civilians: all enemy
civilians are considered legitimate military targets and therefore merit obliteration.20 In
addition to specious religious reasoning, nations waging wars of extermination
historically rationalize and justify the killing of Üntermenschen civilian males just
because they have war worker jobs that make weapons/bombs/bullets; civilian
women are killed so that they cannot become pregnant and make babies that will
grow up to be child soldiers; and children are killed so that they do not grow up to
become adult soldiers that may pose a threat to National Security someday in the
future. Proportionality never enters the equation, because it would upset the whole

See G. Regan, Someone Had Blundered: A Historical Survey of Military Incompetence (London: B.T.
Batsford, 1987), pp. 54-56; S. Pomeroy et al., Ancient Greece: A Political, Social, and Cultural History
(Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1999), pp. 305-311; Thucydides, History of the Peloponnesian War, trans.
R. Warner (London: Penguin, 1972); philosophical debates and reasoning for the largest and most
costly military adventure ever launched from one city-state: VI.8-32, pp. 414-29; and invasion and
subsequent defeat of Athens: VI.42-72, VI.94-105, VII.1-87, pp. 437-54, 471-77, 478-537; Herodotus, The
Histories, trans. A. de Sélincourt (2nd edn., London: Penguin, 2003), VII.8, p. 416; VII.20-21, p. 425;
logistics preparations for the Persian invasion with 1.7 million men took four years: VII.60, p. 439;
Herodotus, The Landmark Herodotus: The Histories, trans. A. Purvis (New York: Anchor Books, 2009),
VII.8β, p. 496; and T. Ricks, Fiasco: The American Military Adventure in Iraq (New Yok: Penguin, 2007).
20 Total War is the complete mobilization of a society’s resources to achieve the absolute destruction of
an enemy, with no distinction between combatants and noncombatants. See, e.g., D. Bell, The First
Total War: Napoleon’s Europe and the Birth of Modern Warfare (London: Bloomsbury, 2007), p. 7.
19
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“kill them all, let God sort them out” philosophy inherent in wars of extermination
and terrorism alike.
Although perhaps true sometimes, the fatal flaw in Aristotle’s right
aims/way/time/confidence/merits/reasons theory is that it and all of his related
theories regarding courage/cowardice are based entirely upon Homer’s Iliad and
Odyssey, which is only natural as most ancient Greeks considered Homer’s epics to
be historically accurate accounts of the Trojan War (circa 1200 BC).21 The ancient
Greeks were equally convinced in the veracity of Jason and the Argonauts, one of the
oldest mythic traditions in Greek folklore. Jason’s quest in search of the Golden
Fleece was viewed as a datable historical event preceding the Trojan War by at least
one generation.22 The Greek delusion of believing mythological folklore to be real
history is demonstrated by an ancient stele called the Parian Marble (Marmor Parium)
inscribed with (1600-300 BC) Greek “history” that
makes no distinction whatsoever between myth and history, attributing
specific dates to both with equal confidence, and in fact spends more time on
the Age of Heroes than on recent, equally famous and indubitably actual
events.23
A nostalgic view of the great deeds of mythic Heroes was common to Greeks from
Homer to Plato to Aristotle, similar to the “high and far-off times” in Rudyard
Kipling’s Just So Stories.24 Even so, I found it inexplicable that Aristotle preferred to
base all of his courage/cowardice theories on a war that may or may not have
occurred around 800 years before his lifetime, and completely ignore recent
catastrophes such as the (431-404 BC) Peloponnesian War between Sparta and
Athens.
The Greek fondness for “high and far off times” is unsurprising, because
humans are apparently hard-wired to follow the curious logic of Dickens’s principle
of truth:

As my thesis and its accompanying charts and diagrams are yet to be published, this discovery is
easily confirmed by examining the footnotes in the Bollingen Complete Works of Aristotle.
22 Apollonius of Rhodes, The Argonautika: The Story of Jason and the Quest for the Golden Fleece, trans. P.
Green (Berkeley CA: Univ. of California Press, 2007), pp. 33 and 44, also available online at
<https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/auckland>.
23 Ibid., p. 39.
24 See R. Kipling, Just So Stories, available online at <http://www.gutenberg.org/files/2781/2781-h/2781h.htm>; and Apollonios, The Argonautika, p. 46
21
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In an old Abbey town, down in this part of the country, a long, long time
ago—so long, that the story must be a true one, because our greatgrandfathers implicitly believed it. 25
This principle of truth is one psychological reason why the 6th century BC “miracle of
logic” failed to stamp out ingrained Greek beliefs in the Golden Fleece/Iliad /Odyssey
being real history.26 But truly anomalous are universal historians who believe
Homeric myth and ancient Greek folklore to be true. Additional to the Formulae of
Truth, many humans possess closed minds hard-wired to violently reject new ideas
that contradict orthodox worldviews –but wilful ignorance (also known as
confirmation bias, cognitive dissonance, tactical stupidity) of reality actually being
quite different from what everyone’s great-grandfathers believed true could be an
entire thesis and is somewhat beyond the scope of this article.
The quaint tradition in confusing myth and folklore with real historiography
is terminally problematic, because CPAPs build their courage/cowardice theories on
Aristotelian theory that is based on ancient Greek cosmology, irrational physiology,
patently false superstitions, and a pantheon of Olympic gods mixed with an
infinitesimally small particle truth. Muscle Warfare has had less than nothing to do
with Modern Warfare for more than 600 years when the Revolution in Military
Affairs (RMA) began, (also known as the Gunpowder Revolution). Thus, Bronze Age
concepts of courage/cowardice based on Iron Age mythology and legends are
irrelevant and immaterial to real soldiers fighting real wars on real battlefields using
completely different weapons technologies and tactics used by Achilleus & Co. Even
so, I was assured in no uncertain terms that discovering something so blindingly
obvious was irrelevant because Aristotle was a genius – but exactly how that
premise makes the Iliad and Odyssey valid historical sources is a baffling mystery
that Sherlock Holmes would be unable to solve. It was made abundantly clear to me
by CPAPs that a thesis based on the heretical premise that neither Homer nor
Aristotle are reliable sources for understanding courage/cowardice, was tantamount
to a declaration of war on philosophy.
This “genius issue” of Homeric proportions exposed another possible reason
why universal historians of my acquaintance believe CPAPs to be “useless nutters.”
To ignore all evidence to the contrary because “it must be true because Genius G
said it was so” is monumentally flawed circular reasoning. Yet, hardly anyone
questioned Aristotle until the Renaissance because questioning an alleged genius
C. Dickens, The Pickwick Papers, (Hertfordshire UK: Wordsworth Classics, 2000, p. 371 (Chapter
XXIX).
26See Apollonius, The Argonautika, pp. 29-30, 33, and 38-39; Pomeroy et al., Ancient Greece, pp. 395 and
402; and J. Keegan, The Mask of Command: A Study of Generalship (2nd edn., London: Pimlico, 2004), p.
18
25
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before then was to commit career suicide.27 Nevertheless, if Aristotle was indeed a
genius, then at least one of his courage/cowardice theories would be true today, e.g.,
the Pythagorean Theorem is just as true today as it was 2,400 years ago (a2 + b2 = c2).
But, that is not the case, because accepting Aristotelian theory requires ignoring
everything the human race has learned about war, the sciences, mathematics,
anatomy& physiology, medicine, psychiatry, astrophysics, astronomy, and a host of
other topics. It appears that CPAPs have consciously created an alternate universe
wherein the cognitive dissonance created by academic autism means that [a2 + b2 = c].
The cognitive dissonance of wilful ignorance can be illustrated by Hollywood
movies, children’s cartoons, and video games, because they also follow the
Aristotelian tradition of ignoring reality in favour of inhabiting an infinitely more
pleasurable alternate universe. Flagrant disregard of reality was perfectly described
by one of America’s foremost 20th century philosophers: “I know this defies the law
of gravity—but you see, I never studied Law.”28 Further, there is a symbiotic
relationship between authors and audience: in order for a story to be remotely
plausible requires the audience to be able to suspend their disbelief in a story.
Therefore, ignorance of physics was requisite in ancient Greece in order to believe
Homeric myths and religious beliefs to be real; the same goes for suspending
disbelief in Hollywood super-heroes’ and video games’ flagrant disregard of reality
and physics today. The significance of this is that today we should know better than to
build theoretical constructs on ancient beliefs proven centuries ago to be false.
Setting aside the “genius” debate and returning to the land of make-believe, a
literary tradition that goes back to the beginning of time required the slaying of
dragons, saving fair damsels in distress and/or rescuing kidnapped princesses,
fighting wars, and conquering Evil to be written into the job description of every
aspiring Hero and Warrior.29 But, this tradition can be subtly problematic, for in a
doctor’s psychological analysis of Dickens’s fictional Micawber, was the thought that
art can sometimes capture the essence of a universally shared cultural conflict
or phenomenon so profoundly that the distinction between fact and fiction
becomes rather blurred.30
Although true up to a point, the only known reality where art replaces facts with
fiction and is considered to be “absolute truth” is in alternate universes created by
H. Butterfield, The Origins of Modern Science 1300-1800 (London: G. Bell & Sons, 1962), pp. 4-7, 24,
29-30, and 33.
28 I. Freleng, “High-Diving Hare,” Looney Tunes Golden Collection (Warner Brothers, 1948), available
online at URL= <http://www.cartoonsonnet.com/bugs-bunny-high-diving-hare.html>.
29 J.R.R. Tolkien, The Hobbit (5th edn., London: HarperCollins, 1995), pp. 21 and 207.
30 D. Ramchandani, “The Hypomanic Personality of Wilkins Micawber: A Dickensian Case Study,”
Psychiatric Quarterly, 63 (1992): 245-249, at p. 246.
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schizophrenic minds incapable of telling the difference and/or alternate realities
created by recreational pharmaceuticals. Although mythological folklore and literary
fiction can be useful for exploring concepts and testing intuitions by creating
imaginary scenarios that we cannot do with real people, it is fiction nonetheless – and
more often than not “defies the laws of gravity” and most other laws of physics in
order to explore impossible concepts that are ultimately irrelevant, but entertaining
nonetheless. Fiction is therefore useful as a “spice” to enhance dry tomes written by
pedantic and humourless academics, but is a wholly inappropriate substitute for
non-fiction sources; (e.g., 1 teaspoon of curry/2 cups of rice—not 1 teaspoon of rice/2
cups of curry).
At the risk of belabouring the point overmuch, I have attended military
historian conferences and witnessed decidedly odd debates over what constitutes a
“primary source” and a “secondary source,” and why they are separated in virtually
every historical bibliography. In short, government reports (official correspondence,
etc.) are primary, but the combat memoirs of the officers that wrote the original
reports are secondary; boxes of letters written by soldiers are primary, but a
compilation of letters written by soldiers is secondary; official government reports of
specific military actions are primary, but soldiers’ own accounts of the same action
are secondary; records hidden in museum basements are primary, but digitized
versions of those same sources freely available on the internet are secondary.
Setting aside the insoluble 10,000-shades-of-beige sources debate, military
historians do not use fiction as a primary source when analysing specific battles or
personnel in specific war(s) at specific times in history. The reason why is simplicity
itself: truth is the first casualty of war motivates military historians to commonly fill
half of every page with footnotes in a commendable attempt to “prove” the existence
of battlefield-truth.31 Unfortunately, as (British) Major-General Richardson observed,
“the wretched pedantry of reference which has half-killed history in our time”
causes the collateral damage of profound boredom and no one learning anything
thereby enabling history to repeat itself ad infinitum ad nauseum.32 Alas, defining
“absolute truth” during war is a contentious area wherein universal historians of my
acquaintance take great umbrage when someone (like me) demonstrates that
“absolute truth” in war is like phlogiston: it simply does not exist. But I digress.
Devotees of CPAP have followed the Aristotelian tradition of using the Iliad
and Odyssey, Jason and the Argonauts, and heroic fiction such as Mallory’s Le Morte
d’Arthur, Crane’s The Red Badge of Courage, Wagner’s Ring of the Nibelung opera, and
D. Goldstein and K. Dillon (eds.), The Pacific War Papers: Japanese Documents of World War II
(Washington DC: Potomac Books, 2006), p. xiii.
32 See F.M. Richardson, Fighting Spirit: Psychological Factors in War (London: Leo Cooper, 1978), pp. xixii; and J. Baynes, Morale: A Study of Men and Courage (New York: Avery, 1988), pp. 4-5.
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John Wayne movies as primary sources to analyse real world courage/cowardice. 33
Unfortunately, this common practice has spawned civilian concepts of
courage/cowardice so encumbered with allegorical, cultural, philosophical, and
psychological baggage as to make them a source of endless debate with no hope of
resolution.34 Although fiction is useful for analysing Homeric heroes or hobbits,
elves, and dwarves in Tolkien’s masterpiece Lord of the Rings, it is irrelevant and
immaterial for real soldiers fighting real wars on real battlefields. To make fictional
courage/cowardice relevant, empirical data and the testimony of expert witnesses is
necessary to confirm the veracity of fictional sources – but, to the best of my
knowledge, no one besides me has ever attempted such a radical approach to a
philosophy thesis.
Alas, broaching the fiction/reality concept with CPAPs was as welcome as a
stick in the eye. The anaphylactic reaction to my criticism of using fiction in lieu of
real world primary sources is an important clue to understanding why universal
historians of my acquaintance have such deprecating opinions towards CPAPs: no
sane historian would ever use fictional battles in fictional wars as a primary source for
examining real battles in real wars. To illustrate, the delusional belief that fiction
replaces primary sources would allow an aspiring Egyptologist to use the endless
procession of Egyptian documentaries since the 1932 The Mummy and the 1935
murder mystery Charlie Chan in Egypt as primary sources in lieu of research
expeditions to real museums possessing real Egyptian artefacts, real Egyptian
temples, real pyramids, and real tombs.35 Such a research proposal would be
summarily dismissed by sane Egyptologists as just plain crazy – but would be
perfectly acceptable for a media studies thesis. The same goes for John Wayne
movies and heroic fiction popular with CPAPs – media studies yes, real military
history, no; and the plethora of Hollywood “end of the world” movies can be
included – media studies yes, prophetic visions of the future, no.
A complete “literature review” is beyond the scope of this article, so a brief
summary of the collateral damage of relying on fiction to define courage/cowardice
will have to suffice. CPAPs I have met believe heroic fiction to be valid primary
sources, email surveys of fellow academics are somehow empirical evidence, and the
Geneva Conventions and Laws of Armed Conflict (LOAC) are irrelevant to abstruse
discussions of military response proportionality. Published CPAP theories on
courage/cowardice believe that “Band of Brothers” group cohesion is irrelevant to
Geoffrey Scarre uses John Wayne, Siegfried from Wagner’s Ring of the Nibelung, and the anti-hero in
Red Badge of Courage as heroic paradigms in his book On Courage, pp. 26-31, 47-48. See also R. Holmes,
Acts of War: The Behavior of Men in Battle (New York: The Free Press, 1989), p. 68; and S. French, The
Code of the Warrior: Exploring Warrior Values Past and Present (New York: Rowman & Littlefield, 2005).
34 Miller, The Mystery of Courage, pp. 48-53, 106-110, and 125.
35 See K. Freund (dir.), The Mummy, (Universal Pictures, 1932); and L. King (dir.), Charlie Chan in
Egypt, (Twentieth Century Fox, 1935).
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the strength of an army; physical and moral courage are mutually exclusive; there
are no differences between civilian courage and military courage; the LOAC are
irrelevant thereby making extra-judicial murder rational and justifiable; “lawful
orders” are irrelevant to determining war crimes; the enemy du jour are incapable of
being brave because Üntermenschen cannot be courageous; and American soldiers
should embrace Nazi Reichsführer Heinrich Himmler’s Schutzstaffel (SS) motto: Meine
Ehre heißt Treue (“My honor is my loyalty”).36 It is therefore unsurprising that such
radical departures from common sense and rational thinking are largely responsible
for historians of my acquaintance regarding all and sundry CPAPs as “useless
nutters.”

4. “Contrariwise,” Continued Tweedledee, “If It Was So, It Might Be;
And If It Were So, It Would Be; But As It Isn’t, It Ain’t. That’s Logic.”37
CPAPs universally incorporate phraseology in their literature such as: “I will
argue thus-and-such in agreement/disagreement with Other-Academic A” in order
to defend/condemn a specific “ism” such as Kantianism, Wontianism, or virtue
ethicism. Further, in addition to relying on fiction, their arguments ignore historical
evidence and cultural context in order to venerate theories dating back to Plato – a
curious phenomenon that can be called rational delusion.38 Be that as it may, what has
escaped notice is that incessant arguing is part-and-parcel of dysfunctional families
and toxic interpersonal relationships. Arguing merely for the sake of arguing is also
a hallmark symptom of a mental illness known as Oppositional Defiance Disorder—
not scientific inquiry. CPAP routinely ignoring scientific research precedents in
order to argue over words obsessively makes absolutely no sense to me, and appears
to be something that can be called Oppositional Defiant Philological Disorder. But,
perhaps I do not understand CPAPs because my mind has been indoctrinated with
30+ years of American architect Louis Sullivan’s mantra that form follows function
(Frank Lloyd Wright changed it to “form and function are one”).39

See P. Robinson, “Magnanimity and Integrity as Military Virtues,” Journal of Military Ethics 6 (2007):
259-269; D. Verweij, “Comrades or Friends? On Friendship in the Armed Forces,” Journal of Military
Ethics 6 (2007): 280-291; H. Aronovitch, “Good Soldiers, a Traditional Approach,’ Journal of Applied
Philosophy 18 (2001): 13-23; P. Olsthoorn, “Courage in the Military: Physical and Moral,” Journal of
Military Ethics 6 (2007): 270-279; D. Mosely, A Philosophy of War, (PhD Thesis, Univ. of Edinburgh,
1997); B. Strawser, The Bounds of Defense: Moral Responsibility, Autonomy, and War, (PhD Thesis, Univ.
of Connecticut, 2012); M. Wheeler, “Loyalty, Honor, and the Modern Military,” in M. Wakin (ed.),
War, Morality and the Military Profession (Boulder CO: Westview, 1986) pp. 171-179.
37 Carroll, Through the Looking-Glass, p. 157.
38 J. Haidt, The Righteous Mind: Why Good People Are Divided by Politics and Religion (New York:
Pantheon, 2012), pp. 28-29
39 Guggenheim Museum, “Form Follows Function,”available online at URL =
<https://www.guggenheim.org/arts-curriculum/topic/form-follows-function>.
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Completely opposed to the Aristotelian tradition of positing a thesis
(argument) about something and then walking away without ever bothering to
verify it, post-Renaissance scientific methodology requires fact-acquisition, creation
of a hypothesis, and validation through experiments that are replicable—a scientific
version of form follows function. Of huge significance is the fact that the monumental
discoveries of geniuses such as Galileo Galilei, Nicolaus Copernicus, Johannes
Kepler, Tycho Brahe, and a host of others were the result of years upon years upon
decades spent collecting real data about the real world and eventually positing a
theory on what the data meant. “Eureka moments” were actually more along the
lines of a slowly evolving Revolution in Perspective. Kepler and Brahe spent their
entire lives collecting data in order to solve the insoluble problem of Aristotle’s solar
system model of perfect crystalline circles, which could not happen until his model
was tossed out in order to make room for the heretical concept that planets orbit the
sun in ellipses. Others spent decades trying to solve the insoluble riddle of where life
comes from—that is, until the orthodox belief in spontaneous generation was tossed
out in order to make room for heretical cell theory. Huge arguments ensued with
Totalitarian Church minds as well as academic orthodoxy waging war with
scientists, astronomers, and mathematicians over what the data meant—arguments
that could have been avoided altogether if the aforementioned geniuses had simply
accepted Aristotle’s versions of “absolute truth.”
Being rather stuck in the real world, I was unable consciously to disregard the
rational delusion of philosophically substituting ancient Greek myths and folklore in
lieu of reality. Lacking a model for an inter-disciplinary philosophy thesis based on
empirical evidence and sociological data, it seemed logical to follow the precedents
of Galileo & Co. by adapting the reductionist methodology of ever-increasing
magnification in order to:
(i) discover actual facts and reliable data,
(ii) present clear ideas that represent those very facts and data, and
(iii) use unambiguous words that express those very ideas.40
Sadly, such a research methodology is at odds with metaphysical debates that exist
on an existential plane in an alternate universe where “if it were so, it would be but
as it isn’t, it ain’t” and actual facts and reliable data regarding courage/cowardice are as
impossible to find as a grove of avocado trees in Antarctica. Further, clear ideas bereft
This method is well-known in scientific research methodology. See, e.g., H. Cleckley, The Mask of
Sanity (5th edn., New York: C.V. Mosby 1988), p. 20; and M. Foch, The Principles of War, trans. H. Belloc
(New York: Henry Holt, 1920), p. 6, also available online at URL =
<https://archive.org/details/principlesofwar00foch>.
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of dense metaphysical jargon, Greek mythology, religion, and Homeric legends are
as rare in CPAP literature as an Antarctic wheat farm.
Attempting to present clear ideas that represent the facts and data contradicts the
CPAP mantra of analytical philosophy that requires strict adherence to using
abstruse jargon in formulaic arguments over what someone else has already argued
about something someone else said regarding someone else’s argument previously
submitted at a conference.41 But this is not a new discovery, for Dickens was
confounded during his 1842 visit to America by Americans’ predilection for
combining metaphysics with human rights:
and bringing them to bear on any subject from Millinery to the Millennium,
both inclusive, which was at once improving and remarkable; so much so, in
short, that it was usually observed to reduce foreigners to a state of temporary
insanity in five minutes.42
This is hugely relevant to solving the riddle of why CPAPs are irrelevant: illogical
combinations of disparate topics have transformed it into a mysterious something
injurious to anyone desirous of maintaining their sanity.
Perhaps the biggest puzzler about how to present clear ideas that represent the
facts and data was created by a lifetime of reading books written by acknowledged
literary geniuses with the hope that some of their smarts would rub off on me. On
the one hand, true genius possesses an astonishing ability to clarify and express
obscure ideas by using unambiguous language. On the other hand, CPAPs prefer
word salads of impenetrable jargon resembling radio broadcasts on obscure
frequencies that make them incomprehensible to outsiders (like me) operating on a
linguistic frequency tuned to geniuses like Shakespeare, Dickens, Tolstoy, Tolkien,
Confucius, Lao Tzu, Sun Tzu, Mencius, Verne, Dumas, Kipling, Doyle, Darwin, and
a few hundred others. So, which route to take: the clarity and diction of literary
giants, or the dysfunctional “weak ideas, obscure poor reasoning, and inhibit(ed)
clarity” of CPAPs?

Cellucci, “Philosophy at a Crossroads: Escaping from Irrelevance,”pp. 7-8
See C. Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit (Hertfordshire UK: Wordsworth Classics, 1997), p. 267 (ch. VII);
and C. Dickens, “Slavery,” in C. Dickens, American Notes (London: Penguin, 2002), pp. 250-65.
41
42
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Sadly, one possible diagnosis of why CPAP is irrelevant and immaterial is
that universal historians of my acquaintance believe philosophy to be an academic
refuge for people with mental illnesses, e.g., schizophrenics unable to discern fantasy
from reality – but that is a mental health issue I am unqualified to diagnose any
further than pointing out the possibility.44 Even so, perhaps someone could do a
study and find out why universities make professors out of dysfunctional anti-social
people who endlessly argue over pointless topics; believe Homer’s epics are real
history; believe that the imaginary element orgone is a cure for cancer and impotence;
believe that witchcraft is real; believe that there exists a real and present danger of a
zombie apocalypse; and believe that “erudite gibberish” like Nietzsche’s Thus Spoke
Zarathustra and Joyce’s Finnegan’s Wake are great literary works.45
But, such a study will never be conducted as it could expose the cognitive
dissonance of CPAPs stuck in a medieval feedback loop of institutionalized ethical
autism that results from an alternate universe of closed academic minds that believe
fiction to be real and reality to be irrelevant, and all who say “nay” are condemned
as Enemies of the State and “poisoned chalice” Unpersons.
The industrial-strength circular reasoning of CPAP is perfectly illustrated by
Escher’s brilliant painting “Relativity” and its impossible stairways that defy all
known laws of physics:

S. Waterston, Calvin & Hobbes, available online at URL =
<https://www.gocomics.com/calvinandhobbes/2010/03/12>.
44 Cleckley, Mask of Sanity, pp. 12, 20-21, 25, 188-90, and 248-256.
45 Cleckley, Mask of Sanity, pp. 5-7.
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Although a brilliant painting, “Relativity” is not even remotely helpful for a real
carpenter trying to build a real set of stairs for a real house in the real world—but Escher
never intended his painting to be a blueprint. Unfortunately, CPAPs have created Escheresque aërial flights of fancy by grafting heroic fiction onto politically correct versions of
warfare without bothering with pesky details such as historical facts, or sociological data,
or cultural context, or human anatomy-&-physiology, or psychology, or physics. The
resulting distorted amalgamation has created a false view amongst CPAPs regarding what
war actually is and therefore what soldiers’ courage/cowardice actually is – something that
combat veterans find quite annoying and military theorist Clausewitz famously
condemned as being useless and pointless sophistries.47 Assuming that I am sane, CPAP
lunatics seem to be running Orwellian Ivory Towers spouting topsy-turvy Ministry of
Truth Newspeak whereby:
(i) war is peace,
(ii) freedom is slavery, and

M.C. Escher, “Relativity,” available online at URL = < >. http://www.mcescher.com/gallery/back-inholland/relativity/>.
47 See G. Fraser, Quartered Safe Out There: A Recollection of the War in Burma, with a new Epilogue 50 Years
On (London: HarperCollins, 2000), pp. xviii-xxiv; C. von Clausewitz, On War, trans. M. Howard and
P. Paret (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1989), pp. 136-39, 184-185, and 187-189.
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(iii) ignorance is strength.48
More generally, CPAPs appear to be trapped in a medieval cul-de-sac of circular
reasoning that believes anything originating in the real world is irrelevant. However, if I
wanted to waste my time contradicting 2,400 years of orthodox CPAP tradition, then the
university was more than happy to collect tuition fees as long as I do not expect a passing
grade for thinking outside the box and using empirical evidence to solve a riddle that
Aristotle hopelessly muddled and Socrates gave up on.49 With no chance of ever finding a
job as either a Hand (too old) in Antarctica or a CPAP (too old + loose cannon + lowly
Hand), student loans became the equivalent of financial life support until I was old enough
to retire from being a derelict. In short, I had no choice but to soldier on, fighting a war that
I knew was unwinnable: a seemingly never-ending “winter of our discontent.”

5. Losing My Religion
Human animals are renowned for being more than a little reluctant to endorse
radical new ideas or evidence that undermines the status quo, questions tribal group think,
questions Totalitarian and/or Church authority, questions hallowed traditions, or
contradicts terminally flawed orthodox literature. So, how could my thesis “engage with
the literature” without getting bogged down in an epistemological quagmire of CPAP
orthodoxy derived from specious reasoning grounded on ancient Greek folklore and
Homeric mythology?
This orthodoxy quagmire is a huge issue, similar to the crossroads faced by all
university medical schools at the dawn of the Renaissance when anatomist (1514-1564)
Andreas Vesalius presented the heretical thesis that much of 2nd century Roman physician/
philosopher Claudius Galen’s anatomical theories were almost all wrong. Precisely how all
medical schools in Europe abandoned false medical beliefs based on Galen’s theories is a
topic beyond the scope of this article; suffice it to say that the Italian University of Padua
was not controlled by the Catholic Church and could think outside the orthodox Inquisition
box without interference and thereby change their curriculum.50 This quantum shift in what
was believed “absolute truth” for 1,400 years was a change in perspective that can be called
a Revolution in Medical Affairs, and appears to have been spread out over a century or two
(similar to the RMA or Gunpowder Revolution). For a medical student to “engage with the
literature” at that point in time would have meant a thesis exploring what doctors once
See J. Meerloo, Mental Seduction and Menticide: The Psychology of Thought Control & Brainwashing (London:
Jonathan Cape, 1956), p. 136; G. Orwell, 1984, pp. 6, 21, and 34, available online at URL =
<https://www.planetebook.com/ebooks/1984.pdf>.
49 See Pears, “Aristotle’s Analysis of Courage”; D. Roochnik, “Courage and Shame: Aristotle’s Nicomachean
Ethics III.6-9,” Etica & Politica / Ethics & Politics 17 (2015): 200-218, at p. 201; and Miller, Mystery of Courage, pp.
48-53.
50 M. Mosely, “What is the Secret of Life?,” in The Story of Science: Power, Proof and Passion, (BC/2 Entertain Bluray DVD, 2010), disc 2, ch. 2.
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believed to be “absolute truth” but recently discarded as false and therefore irrelevant, or a
thesis analysing newly discovered medical truths. Merely parroting what everyone
believed true for 1,400 years would be irrelevant and immaterial to medical students – the
identical conundrum of my having to choose between Homer/Aristotle and reality.
Ignoring objectively valid research and mathematical discoveries in order to parrot
Totalitarian orthodoxy, superstitious nonsense, false theories, and/or things everyone
believes true because “Genius G” said it was so, or “it must be true because our greatgrandfathers implicitly believed it” are all different species of what can be called the Game
of Drones. One historical example of this were the Spartans and their unique culture that
bore very little resemblance to Athenian culture and survived around 500 years without
changing anything because
Pausanias, the son of Pleistoanax, in answer to the question why it was not
permitted to change any of the ancient laws in their country, said, “Because the laws
ought to have authority over the men, and not the men over the laws.”51
Sparta could get away with this philosophical autism because technology had remained
largely unchanged since time out of mind—and besides, they counted Heracles as an
ancestor and so if it was good enough for a demi-god, then it is good enough for us. The
institutional cognitive dissonance created by historical/cultural/ethical/psychological
autism embraced by an entire nation is beyond the scope of this article, but the fact remains
that Sparta is extinct.
Additional to the “engage with the literature” conundrum, academic tribalism
creates a second quandary: how to present a thesis that criticises CPAP orthodoxy without
being burned at the stake, placed under house arrest for life, or being labelled a schizoid
nutter and a blacklisted Unperson. There are exceedingly few examples of scholars’
research uncovering truth buried under mountainous layers of hallowed orthodox
traditions and successfully convincing Totalitarians that everything believed to be true for a
few thousand years was false—and by “successfully,” I mean that heretics were allowed to
live beyond the morrow.
One historical example is Galileo, who might have had more success with the Grand
Inquisitor if he had “engaged with the literature” in his Dialogues instead of tossing
millennia of mathematical superstitions and Aristotelian nonsense out the window like so
much rubbish. But that was impossible, since nothing in the Aristotelian tradition or
Catholic Church canon was mathematically, scientifically, physiologically, psychologically,
cosmologically, or anatomically correct. So, to “engage with the literature” would have

Plutarch, Plutarch’s Moralia in Fifteen Volumes, trans. F. Babbitt (Cambridge MA: Harvard Univ. Press, 1961),
vol. III, p. 383.
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required Galileo to parrot orthodoxy and ignore his own research results—an insidious
form of moral cowardice.
Galileo’s mathematical and cosmological discoveries were interpreted by Church
Inquisitors as heretical delusions, a fine tradition continued to this day in Totalitarian
regimes, e.g., in fundamentalist religions that reject all and sundry scientific research that
contradicts their Holy Book in precisely the same way that CPAPs reject empirical evidence
that contradicts their chosen Game of Drones “ism.” In addition to wilful ignorance,
inflexibly rejecting anything new that contradicts orthodoxy can be a Ministry of Truth
indoctrination that controls the minds of the great unwashed masses with a Totalitarian
education of scholarly excrement flowing downhill and poisoning lowly citizens with
untreated intellectual sewage, known as The Big Lie.52 Scholarship that “engages with the
literature” emanating from these vast pools of nonsense are fraudulent sophistries.
In addition to indoctrination, the antipathy of Christian Totalitarians to Galileo’s
research was due to the intelligentsia of Europe largely consisting of religious clerics
enslaved by a tradition of disregarding reality to fit pre-conceived concepts and ignoring all
physical evidence to the contrary. This medieval Game of Drones effectively obstructed
scientific inquiries until the Reformation and the Renaissance.53 Galileo’s heretical ideas
were summarily rejected by the Inquisition because Europe was ruled by Totalitarian
minds who believed that
Canon Law teaches in the following words: “By means of these portents, human
curiosity is made sport of by the deception of devils, when men impudently seek to
know that which it is in no way appropriate for them to investigate!”54
Totalitarian Churches maintained control over “absolute truth” through indoctrination and
fanatical laws based on a religion-superstition-jurisprudence tripod that condemned
everyone who dared question the Church or its Canon, by branding them “minions of
Beelzebub.” The significance of this historical digression is that religiously ignoring reality
to fit pre-conceived concepts and summarily dismissing all evidence to the contrary seems
to be endemic with CPAPs that inhabit an alternate universe where falsehoods believed
true in the past “must be true because Genius G implicitly believed it” and real world
evidence to the contrary is summarily rejected as irrelevant.
It is entirely possible that Christian anti-curiosity indoctrination is another reason
why universal historians of my acquaintance believe CPAPs to be “useless nutters”: to this
day fundamentalist Christians condemn philosophy as a tool of Beelzebub:

Meerloo, Mental Seduction and Menticide, pp. 95-178 and 135-137.
Butterfield, Origins of Modern Science, pp. 24 and 78-79.
54 J. Weyer, Witches, Devils and Doctors in the Renaissance (Binghamton NY: Medieval & Renaissance Texts &
Studies, 1991), p. 194
52
53
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He [Satan] thrusts Philosophy before the eyes of those who seek wisdom, so that,
under the appearance of light, he may blind them and none will then understand or
hold to the truth. Thus he has blocked every approach [to truth] for men and by
public errors has rendered all avenues impassable.55
Christians are indoctrinated with the belief that curiosity is a tool of Satan, so scientific
curiosity is evil; and Philosophy is evil because it is a tool of Satan and their “absolute
truth” is all a virtuous lie. Therefore, in addition to religious CPAPs being indoctrinated by
playing the Game of Drones wherein reality is irrelevant and fiction is real, being a curiously
natural philosopher is tantamount to practicing witchcraft, and/or being possessed by a
demon and having 666 tattooed on our foreheads.
Ever-evolving technology has enabled mankind to see things in the heavens and
under the microscope that has put the lie to ancient Greek traditions and superstitious
beliefs. To embrace traditions proven false and/or outdated and irrelevant is a pathological
inability to adopt new ideas, new knowledge, and new understandings: the academic
equivalent to a Spartan trapped in amber. This is another possible explanation for the
irrelevance of CPAPs: they are trapped in an alternate universe incapable of change when
new technology enables new discoveries to introduce new perspectives on “absolute
truths” discovered to be false. This creates the uncomfortable situation of embracing
heretical new ideas and new knowledge, or rejecting them out-of-hand because they
contradict orthodox tradition. The former requires a certain amount of moral courage,
while the latter seems to be moral cowardice disguised as religious faith in the Game of
Drones.

6. Engage With The Literature—Or Die
The most alarming thing about this historical digression is that Totalitarian Church
anti-curiosity doctrine is identical to the inviolate command that my thesis had to “engage
with the literature”—full stop. It matters not a jot that nearly 100% of published CPAP
literature on courage/cowardice written over the past 2,400 years is based on flawed
Aristotelian theory that is based on Homeric myth and legend. No matter, it was made
abundantly clear to me that an orthodox CPAP thesis must be
(i) a contribution to knowledge: it has to sit clearly and identifiably within an
existing body of scholarship,
(ii) academic scholarship that builds on peer review and peer assessment.

55

Weyer, Witches, Devils, and Doctors, p. 64.
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In addition to any philosophy thesis not “conforming to the professional nonsense
that comes out of Pittsburgh, NYU, Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Chicago, Berkeley, UCLA,
Stanford, Cambridge, or Oxford” being automatically rejected by orthodox CPAPs, wilful
ignorance if not outright academic corruption can be hidden behind the examination
process.56 For example, “Heretic H” submits a thesis that is sent out to (secret!) peer review
by examiners whose entire career hinges on a religious belief in that very same CPAP
“ism,” and passes with flying colours; or a supervisor wishing to sabotage a candidate
sends the thesis to an examiner of an opposing “ism” that rejects empirical evidence as
irrelevant, or to an examiner who hates mathematics, or to a Peacenik who hates the
military and war, or to Christian examiners who hate philosophers, or to military historian
examiners who hate philosophers.
The pedantic CPAP requirement that a thesis “sits clearly and identifiably within an
existing body of scholarship” is more insidious than just a Game of Drones. It can be
intellectual inbreeding—the self-consciously arbitrary Ministry of Truth doctrine of
preventing new ideas and new knowledge from tainting the academic “purity” of
philosophically arguing over the alternate universe of irrelevant artefactual puzzles.57 It
also calls into question exactly what a doctoral thesis actually is, for the official strategic
objective is typically along the lines of:
(iii) demonstrates knowledge of the literature relevant to the subject and the field or
fields to which the subject belongs, and the ability to exercise critical and analytical
judgement of it,
(iv) is satisfactory in its methodology, in the quality and coherence of its expression,
and in its scholarly presentation and format.58
Somewhere along the way, CPAPs forgot to remember that sometimes research discovers
new things that expose existing scholarship to be a load of buncombe [irrelevant!]. Further,
the ability to exercise critical and analytical judgement of it is [irrelevant!] when it ignores
flawed scholarship in favour of empirical evidence [irrelevant!]. Finally, quality and
coherence are wholly subjective to the mood and chosen “ism” of the (secret!) CPAP
examiner who may or may not believe word salads like Joyce’s Finnegan’s Wake to be great
literature, and also that a thesis must be artefactual bunkum of “weak ideas, obscure poor
reasoning, and inhibit(ed) clarity” exacerbated by abstruse jargon. Crazy as it sounds,
following research methodologies similar to those of scientists in order to avoid the fatal
error of repeating 10,000 failed experiments but yet expecting different results is sound
intellectual practice [irrelevant!]

Cellucci, “Philosophy at a Crossroads: Escaping from Irrelevance,” p. 18.
Ibid., p. 10.
58 University of Auckland, Statute and Guidelines for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (PhD), (2013), pp. 6-7,
available online at URL= <www.postgrad.auckland.ac.nz>.
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The monumental level of CPAP cognitive dissonance that dogmatically insists that a
thesis must engage with existing literature is the equivalent of a medical school ignoring
reality and the latest edition of Gray’s Anatomy in order to insist that cell theory is a lie
because all life is spontaneously generated; because epilepsy is demonic possession;
because mental illness is demonic possession; because physical illnesses and diseases are
imbalanced humours that can be cured by bleeding and/or copious application of leeches;
because none of our organs are actually where they are because Galen was a genius; and
because everything discovered by Galileo, Copernicus, Newton, Hubble, & co. are all false
(conspiracy theory!) heretical delusions.
To illustrate further the untenable practice of CPAPs who ignore reality in favor of
an alternate universe of their own making, Stephen Hawking summarily dismissed ancient
superstitions and religious beliefs as being irrelevant to understanding the cosmos when he
observed that
[t]he early cosmologies naturally placed man at or near the centre of the universe,
but, since the time of Copernicus we have been demoted to a medium sized planet
going round a medium sized star somewhere near the edge of a fairly average
galaxy. We are now so humble that we would not claim to occupy any special
position.59
Obviously, such a realistic appraisal of our place in the universe is 180 degrees opposite to
the Christian world-view that humans are the center of a universe created just for us, and is
why post-Renaissance science is rejected outright by deluded people who refuse to engage
with literature that contradicts Scripture. Sadly, that is the identical anti-philosophy
encountered in closed CPAP minds incapable of even considering the possibility that
theories based on Aristotle’s flawed courage/cowardice reasoning are all just as wrong as
his model of the universe, as are all of his mathematical “proofs” that defended his solar
system of planets and sun orbiting the earth in perfect circles.
Like Hawking’s summary dismissal of ancient beliefs, falsehoods believed true for
millennia prompted Galileo to cynically observe that any attempt to swim in the
Aristotelian Sea would result in:
plunging ourselves insensibly into such an Ocean of Vacuums, Infinites, Indivisibles,
and instantaneous Motions, that a thousand Discourses will hardly be able to set us
on Shore.60

S. Hawking, Properties of Expanding Universes, (PhD Thesis, Cambridge Univ., 1966), p. 4, available online at
URL = <http://schema.lib.cam.ac.uk/PR-PHD-05437.pdf?sequence=7&isAllowed=y>.
60 Galileo Galilei, Mathematical Discourses Concerning Two New Sciences Relating to Mechanicks and Local Motion
in Four Dialogues, trans. T. Weston (London: Academy at Greenwich, 1730), p. 65, available online at
<http://gdc.gale.com/products/eighteenth-century-collections-online>.
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So Galileo courageously waged a battle against Christian ignorance, but lost the war
against the Inquisition and spent the rest of his life under house arrest. Afterwards, Ivory
Towers controlled by a Totalitarian Church continued to teach for another century or two
that a stationary Earth is at the centre of a universe with planets and sun orbiting in perfect
circles; the sun disappears into the Underworld every night; phlogiston is a real element
emitted by fire; and Armageddon is scheduled for next Thursday. Precisely why a Scientific
Revolution took a few centuries to unfold is unknown, but perhaps one reason is that this is
the length of time required for the Olde Guard to die off and be replaced by more
courageous minds possessing a modicum of curiosity.
Hence, to engage with terminally flawed literature would require me to be a moral
coward and play the Game of Drones by parroting dreary and irrelevant orthodox CPAP
artefactual nonsense, or, follow Galileo’s and Hawking’s examples by dismissing
Homer/Aristotle in one sentence. Being a derelict has its advantages: choosing the latter
would be career suicide under normal circumstances, but it was made abundantly clear to
me that my chances of ever being employed by a university were less than 0.0% because
they like to hire “fit-for-purpose” youngsters who are indoctrinated in CPAP orthodoxy
and have already been published. (Newspeak translation: too old + dumb Hand + loose
cannon + my writing sucks.) Additionally, I was informed in no uncertain terms that a PhD
was merely a key to open a door that leads to an Ivory Tower meal ticket; no ossified CPAP
department wants any new discovery from 3-4 years of research conducted by a lowly
student.
And by no means can any wage slave generally believed incapable of using their
brains because only their Hands function, can find the answer to a riddle that neither
Aristotle nor Socrates could solve. Allowing such to happen could expose the stunning
mediocrity of faux CPAP professors and threaten their rational delusion of intellectual
superiority over lowly Hands. Sadly, nothing has changed since Dr Watson observed that
“[m]ediocrity knows nothing higher than itself; but talent instantly recognises genius.”61
Choosing not to play the Game of Drones is a counter-intuitive clue as to why CPAP is
irrelevant: once upon a time natural philosophers were smart people possessing vast
amounts of wisdom and knowledge collected over a lifetime of study, insatiable curiosity,
intuitive experimentation, copious amounts of common sense, and off-the-chart spatial
reasoning ability capable of clarifying the most abstruse mysteries. But now, universities
prefer to hire rookie CPAP lecturers with zero life experience, wisdom, common sense, or
job experience, but possess an astonishing ability to write Escher-esque Game of Drones
arguments about words and artefactual puzzles that solve nothing, yet are nevertheless
published in philosophy journals hardly anyone on Planet Earth reads. How exactly is that
philosophy?
A. Conan Doyle, “The Valley of Fear,” in A. Conan Doyle, The Complete Sherlock Holmes (New York:
Doubleday & Co., 1892-1927), p. 773.
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7. What Is Philosophy?
Cellucci rightly observes that, unlike Eastern philosophies traditionally associated
with martial arts since time out of mind, the definition of what philosophy actually is has
seen a quantum change in the West over the past one hundred years. Being a philosopher
no longer requires a scintillating intellect, wisdom, life experience, profound levels of
curiosity, or off-the-charts spatial reasoning ability: anyone can become a professor by
virtue of the dysfunctional ability to argue without ever finding a clear answer to a
coherent question.62 Apparently, the current iteration has departed from historical tradition
because it is no longer a study of virtues, citizenship, politics, psychology, or anything even
remotely helpful for negotiating the real world. Inexplicably, philosophical tradition has
been discarded by CPAP minds who believe arguing over artefactual puzzles is objectively
valid scholarship while empirical evidence, testimony of expert witnesses, and sociological
data are irrelevant. And, perhaps most importantly, no actual data collection is required or
pesky experiments that may ultimately disprove a pet theory, nor any historical or
sociological context—just arguments over sterile word salads that employ densely
impenetrable jargon to create an illusory smokescreen intended to give rise to the belief that
objectively valid research is taking place.
By making itself as sterile and inhospitable as Antarctica, the CPAP approach no
longer resembles philosophy as practiced by the ancients; it is not just irrelevant, it has
become something else entirely—but what? Intellectual mediocrity has enabled countless
numbers of faux philosophers to ply their trade for an entire career working at universities
happy to lower expectations to the lowest common denominator of mediocrity. This
descent is well-summarized by a shibboleth of assorted Hands, wage slaves, and people
fond of blue collars: “If you can’t dazzle them with brilliance, baffle them with bullshit.” So,
is CPAP irrelevant because has become little more than a truckload of bovine excrement?
What exactly are philosophical arguments that self-consciously avoid the acquisition of
facts or empirical evidence, and have nothing to do with understanding or solving
anything even remotely connected with the real world? One possible answer is Dickens’s
observation quoted above that the metaphysical noise created by American philosophers
“was usually observed to reduce foreigners to a state of temporary insanity in five
minutes.” Another possibility is renowned British theorist Monty Python’s football
experiment that proved ancient Greek philosophy is superior to European existentialism
because an own goal can win the game of life.63 Or, as 1st century French
warrior/philosopher Asterix discovered, philosophy can be the perfect cure for insomnia:

Cellucci, “Philosophy at a Crossroads: Escaping from Irrelevance,” pp. 18, 23, 29, and 34-35.
Monty Python’s Flying Circus, “Internationale Philosophie,” (1972), available online at URL =
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-2gJamguN04>.
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64

In addition to causing temporary insanity, producing own goals winning football
games, and/or curing insomnia, the irrelevant mediocrity of CPAP’s “isms” was identified
by a Chinese scholar as being faux philosophy that has spawned an insoluble paradox:
We need a philosophy of living and we clearly haven't got it. The Western man has
tons of philosophy written by French, German, English, and American professors,
but still he hasn't got a philosophy when he wants it. In fact, he seldom wants it.
There are professors of philosophy, but there are no philosophers.65
Although this is speculation, it is entirely possible that a portion of the approximately one
million people who kill themselves every year are desperately looking for “a philosophy of
living” to help them cope with real world problems, but its conspicuous absence left them
R. Guscinny and A. Uderzo, Asterix and the Class Act, trans. A. Bell and D. Hockridge (London: Orion Books,
2003), p. 32.
65 L. Yutang, The Wisdom of China and India (8th edn., New York: Random House, 1942), p. 569, boldfacing
added. This is a shared complaint. See, e.g., this:
64

There are nowadays professors of philosophy, but not philosophers. Yet it is admirable to profess
because it was once admirable to live. To be a philosopher is not merely to have subtle thoughts, nor
even to found a school, but so to love wisdom as to live according to its dictates, a life of simplicity,
independence, magnanimity, and trust. It is to solve some of the problems of life, not only
theoretically, but practically.
H.D. Thoreau, “Walden,” in H.D. Thoreau, Walden and Civil Disobedience (Cambridge MA: Riverside Press,
1957), pp. 1-233, at p. 9.
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bereft of a helpful solution and/or fresh perspective to find an alternative to death.
Therefore, if CPAP is devoid of relevance, is all form without any coherent function, is
taught by mediocre professors of philosophy instead of by philosophers, and its Game of
Drones provides a vacuum where a “philosophy of living” should be, it is no longer a
recognizable form of real/natural philosophy, but is instead some kind of bizarre mutation
with no recognizable function or coherent strategic objective.
The inexplicable disassociation of professional academic philosophy for the past 150
years from the real world by sterilizing all humanity out of it and arguing over what
someone said at a conference, is in sharp contradistinction to Eastern philosophical
treatises. For example, nearly two thirds of the Tao Te Ching discusses the proper etiquette
(form) required to be a Good Prince (function). The same goes for the Analects of Confucius
that focus on healthy human relationships and being a Good Gentleman and/or Good
Prince using “unambiguous words that express the ideas” that anyone can understand
because
the very language of the Chinese philosophers is the market slang of the plebeians.
China simply lacks the academic jargon which the American sociologists and
psychologists love and which is so necessary for the construction of any air-tight
academic theory…In China, no college professor can call a “black-out” the
“termination of illumination,” and it is evident that we cannot build a systematic
philosophy without this academic jargon. The Chinese scholar at once slips back into
words like “blackout” and proverbs and analogies, like Emerson.66
Here, in a nutshell, is why martial artists and many military minds are naturally drawn
towards Eastern philosophy such as the Tao Te Ching and General Sun Tzu’s Art of War: it is
brief, to the point, uses clear and concise diction, and is devoid of impenetrable jargon.
(This is not to say that densely obscure metaphysical excursions do not exist in Eastern
literature, but a critical review of the numerology mysticism handbook I Ching, or The
Writings of Kwang-эze, or The Book of Poetry (Shi Ching) and many others written over the
course of 2,500+ years is well beyond the scope of this article.) Sadly, CPAP minds
accustomed to epistemological walls of obscure jargon in order to create Escher-esque
metaphysical flights of fancy in an alternate universe of their own making divorced from
the real world would likely find anything written by Eastern philosophers as enjoyable as a
stick in the eye.

66

Yutang, Wisdom of China and India, p. 568, boldfacing added.
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8. There Are More Things In Heaven And Earth, Horatio, Than Are Dreamt
Of In Your Philosophy.67
Setting aside the circular debate about precisely which CPAP “ism” is pure
philosophy, is there an answer to the question what exactly is philosophy? One possible
solution can be found in the CPAPs’ fondness for fiction: this precedent means that we can
promote brilliant literary geniuses into eminent scholars and de facto professors of
philosophy. Therefore, Dickens’s Yorkshire schoolmaster Professor Squeers provides a
clear and concise answer:
“Measles, rheumatics, hooping-cough, fevers, agers, and lumbagers,” said Squeers,
“is all philosophy together: that’s what it is. The heavenly bodies is philosophy, and
the earthly bodies is philosophy. If there’s a screw loose in a heavenly body, that’s
philosophy; and if there’s a screw loose in a earthly body, that’s philosophy too; or it
may be that sometimes there’s a little metaphysics in it, but that’s not often.
Philosophy’s the chap for me. If a parent asks a question in the classical, commercial,
or mathematical line, says I, gravely, ‘Why sir, in the first place, are you a
philosopher?’ – ‘No, Mr Squeers,’ he says, ‘I an’t.’ ‘Then sir,’ says I, ‘I am sorry for
you, for I shan’t be able to explain it.’ Naturally, the parent goes away and wishes he
was a philosopher, and, equally naturally, thinks I’m one.”68
Philosophy according to Professor Squeers is all-inclusive: diseases and illnesses,
astronomy, medicine, mathematics, loose screws in the heavens, loose screws on earth, and
swindles such as boarding schools where parents payed exorbitant fees for children to learn
nothing of value. Philosophy is also a safe haven for intellectual frauds that rely on the fact
that most people are not philosophers—or even know what one is—and create the illusion
of mental superiority by being unable to explain anything “in the classical, commercial, or
mathematical line” to inferior minds.
But, that conclusion is not very helpful to find a “solution” for the problem of the
irrelevance of CPAP—a task made impossible if it is confined to arguing over the meaning
of abstruse words never used in a world plagued by “Measles, rheumatics, hooping-cough,
fevers, agers, and lumbagers.” In short, CPAP is not actual philosophy as defined by
millennia of tradition, or by Eastern philosophers like Confucius and Lao Tzu, or even by
Professor Squeers, but has mutated into a Toxically Dysfunctional Irrelevant Philological
Arguments Disorder. It also suffers from a terminal case of negative publicity in that rival
Ivory Tower tribes are firmly convinced that all philosophers from both East and West are
all “useless nutters” and minions of Beelzebub and we are “all going direct the other way.”

Shakespeare, Hamlet, act 1, scene 5, available online at URL =
<http://shakespeare.mit.edu/hamlet/full.html>.
68 C. Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, (Hertfordshire UK: Wordsworth Editions, 1995), p. 697 (ch. LVII).
67
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9. But Screw Your Courage To The Sticking Place, And We’ll Not Fail.69
My hunch is that confusing dysfunctional interpersonal communications with
research and using incomprehensible word salads of impenetrable jargon to argue with a
handful of other professional academic philosophers is at the root of why CPAP is
irrelevant. But, that is only half of the Irrelevance Equation, because successfully arguing
over nothing requires only a self-conscious disregard for anything even remotely connected
with the real world—as evidenced by the obsession for heroic fiction and ancient Greek
folklore to explain courage/cowardice in the real world. This institutionalized CPAP autism
is thus reinforced by a research paradigm which demands that all doctoral candidates
engage with existing literature, no matter how flawed or wrong that literature is. CPAP
reminds me of classic Hollywood Westerns wherein any waggon-train of settlers is
inevitably attacked by (Native American) Indians, so they “circle the waggons” in order to
create a defensive perimeter. Professional academics, similarly, have closed their minds in
order to protect circular arguments from anything even remotely resembling a Savage New
Idea, Facts, or Evidential data attacking them in the Wild West of reality.
Therefore, instead of hoping for a miracle that will make terminal irrelevance
somehow relevant, it seems reasonable instead to amputate what appears to be a
gangrenous professional academic limb, and start over. After all, that is exactly what every
Occidental medical school had to do when it was discovered that virtually all of Galen’s
medical theories were actually false. It is unknown how many patients were killed by wellmeaning but ill-informed doctors over the course of 1,400 years of medical malpractice
preceding the Renaissance—but all medical schools eventually performed an amputation of
Galen’s writings. What would be tragic is if CPAP were to continue to be irrelevant for
1,400 years before someone actually finds the moral courage to stand up and say:
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See Scarre, Courage, pp. 57-59 and 62-64; and W. Shakespeare, Macbeth, act 1, scene 7, line 61, available
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70 Guscinny and Uderzo, Asterix and the Class Act, p. 33.
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An alternative to amputation is to rebrand CPAP in a way that can theoretically
combat its current negative image of being the exclusive realm of “useless nutters.” But,
what should we call a new discipline that is as old as critically reflective humanity itself?
One possible solution is to break up CPAP into academic sub-groups that reflect their
strategic objectives. For example, studying ancient cultures is generally considered to be an
honorable and worthwhile career that no sane person would accuse of being either useless
or crazy. Egyptologists, Paleoanthropologists, or Classical/Historical/Underwater/EthnoArcheologists specialize in ancient bones, or pottery, or art, or sculpture from different
times, continents, and cultures. So, the study of ancient schools of philosophy could be
archaeosophy (archaeological philosophy) and its adherents could be known as
archaeosophists—people who study what the ancients Greeks believed and why Homer was
the lodestar of Aristotle and the Spartans; or the ancient Egyptians and their
Pharaoh/Horace/Isis/Osiris philosophy of death; or the ancient Sumerians and their
Gilgamesh legends that eerily resemble many Biblical legends—the possibilities are
endless.
Nevertheless, rebranding does not solve terminal irrelevance, just as changing the
name of a university’s anatomy-&-physiology department would be irrelevant if they
continued to teach Galen’s flawed anatomy-&-physiology under the guise of its being
“absolute truth.” And I must admit that I have no idea what to call something known for
millennia in the East and West as “real philosophy,” but which has mutated into a topsyturvy alternate universe created by people who suffer from Toxically Dysfunctional
Irrelevant Philological Arguments Disorder. But I do think that whatever is correctly
named by “real philosophy” could keep pace with generational changes of truth, and
become useful once again by discussing the ethics of new discoveries that may or may not
impact how to be a good human person, and live in harmony with the real world.
Rebranding could begin by asking CPAPs relevant questions such as:
The ongoing eugenics debate over a mythological correlation between melanin and IQ
parallels the false belief that there is a correlation between skin colour and courage/cowardice;
are such rational delusions true?
The ongoing debate about women soldiers serving in combat zones use “logic” that is
virtually identical to false beliefs regarding the alleged lack of courage in “Negro” soldiers
during the American Civil War; are such rational delusions true?
The ongoing vacuum where a ‘philosophy of living’ should be is often filled with
contradictory religious aphorisms:
Confucius believed that ‘shu’ was one word that could guide life: “[d]o not impose on
others what you yourself do not desire.”71 About 400 years later, a rather famous
71
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Jewish carpenter believed that “[a]nd as ye would that men should do to you, do ye
also to them likewise.’ 72
Are these aphorisms true, or merely rational delusions? What impact do mental illnesses
such as sadists’ and psychopaths’ enjoyment of inflicting pain and/or masochists’ enjoyment
of receiving pain have on these Golden Rules?
Perhaps that is the key: the operational test of relevance is simply to measure the
proportional relationship of CPAP to the real world, where inverse proportionality =
irrelevance.
Of huge significance to answering the question, what exactly is philosophy? is
historical context. What was believed to be “absolute truth” in ancient Greece had changed
little by the Dark Ages, but technological advances mutated the notion of truth somewhat
during the Middle Ages, and became a different notion of truth altogether after the
Renaissance. This has been followed by quantum changes in meaning of the term “absolute
truth” since the Industrial Revolution. Therefore, “absolute truth” is fluid in the sense that
technology advances our understanding of how the universe works, what it is made of,
how life works, and the ethical implications of changes in the concept of “absolute truth.”
Paradoxically, improved technology can simultaneously overturn millennia of false
beliefs, Totalitarian orthodoxy, and religious superstitions—and preserve CPAP devotees
to Flat Earth ideologies in professional academic amber. But what to do with an irrelevant
curriculum stuck in a cul-de-sac of trivial arguments reinforced by intellectual inbreeding,
that requires CPAP to play a Game of Drones far removed from any semblance of reality?
One solution is to follow the Renaissance precedent of medical schools abandoning Galen
in order to begin a revolution in medical knowledge that relied on actual facts and realworld evidence, rather than he blind acceptance of what someone believed to be true long
ago. Universities could begin a corresponding revolution in philosophical knowledge by
amputating faux professors of philosophy with an email of this form:
Thank you for your interest in employment by the University of X. We have
reviewed your resume and have carefully considered your mediocre qualifications.
While your skills in irrelevance are certainly impressive, we have decided to pursue
other candidates for the newly relevant position.
The stark realities inherent in being unemployed could be a golden opportunity for a
longitudinal study of Escher-esque metaphysical arguments tested against real-world
situations like becoming an unwanted, penniless, and homeless derelict. Like Monty
Python’s philosophical football/soccer debacle, it would be interesting to determine the
efficacy of Hegel’s argument that reality is merely an a priori adjunct of non-naturalistic
72
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fiduciary ethics, by directing it to a heartless bank to the effect that this would be in lieu of
mortgage payments for a few years. Or, similarly testing Nietzsche’s argument against free
will, by directing it to the owners of a petrol station, to the effect that this makes payment
irrelevant, thus enabling an empty wallet to fill an empty tank over and over and over
again.
Game Over.

10. Re-Set Game To Last Checkpoint?
Instead of hoping for a miracle that will make irrelevance somehow relevant, it
seems logical to consider humane options to amputating a gangrenous professional
academic limb. Even if the willful ignorance of CPAP is terminal, we need not be like
corporate zombies far removed from their humanity and send death-sentence emails to
euthanize Unpersons without compunction. It is, after all, quite disorienting to discover
that virtually everything learned from childhood onward was selective disinformation, or
religious indoctrination, or Ministry of Truth falsehoods that created an alternate universe
of patriotic truths (e.g., all Communists are Evil, everyone living in the Axis of Evil are
all…evil, Armageddon is scheduled for next Thursday, and so-on). Crucial to the success of
that “operation” is having credible information that replaces the Big Lie without degrading
patients’ distorted beliefs in a false reality believed “absolute truth” for decades if not
millennia.
Confucius’s admonition, “do not impose on others what you yourself do not desire,”
is just as true today as it was 2,400+ years ago. In short, being told in no uncertain terms
that new technology has exposed “absolute truth T” to be false and anyone who believes it
is an idiot, is more than a little inhumane. It would be similar to performing an amputation
without anesthesia: the portions of our brains hard-wired to believe the truth will simply
short-circuit if not implode completely. And, it is entirely possible that willful ignorance is
a protective mechanism that delays somewhat our going insane when faced with a
quantum change of perspective – but solving that riddle is well beyond the scope of this
essay too.
Historical examples demonstrate that radical transitions from Olde-&-Obsolete to
New-&-Improved take a century or two before technological momentum causes change, so
it is an open question of how exactly universities could transition from ossified CPAP to a
new generation of “real philosophers” who resemble their historical counterparts. Perhaps
a longitudinal study could determine exactly why such revolutions in thinking seem to take
centuries before changes in “absolute truth” occur, and whether there is a correlation with
evolving technology, or whether it is a matter of simply waiting for the Olde Guard to pass
away.
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